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Trey Thought He Was The Only One It Was A Lie The Last
Hereditary Werewolf Has Found His Pack And They Re
Vicious, Bloodthirsty, And Truly Wild Trey Has Had Enough Of
Vampires, Demons And Sorcerors He Needs To Get In Touch
With His Real Family The Ones With Fur, Fangs And Killer
Instincts But The Wolf Pack Howling At The Moon In Canada Is
Not What He Expected And Without The Protection Of De
Fanged Vampire And Demon Hunter Lucien Charron, The
Family Secret Is Dangerous Than He Ever Knew Trey S Out Of
Control Can The Werewolf Be Tamed
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A Prisoner of Birth

This review contains spoilers from the second book in the

Spa

series At the end of the second book in the Changeling
series Trey discovered that he has an uncle who s still
alive In this third installment, which basically takes place

Sweet Temptation

in the span of only a few days, Trey travels unannounced
to Canada to meet his uncle, against the wishes of his

Siobhan: An AI's

friends Lucien, Tom and Alexa Unfortunately, Trey s

Adventure

uncle, Frank, isn t what he thought or hoped he would be
He lives alone with his dog on land that s supposed to be

Flowers And Filth

protected from vampires due to a deal he made with a
demon long ago Because of this, members of the new
LG78 pack the old one disbanded years before , led by

Darkfever

an alpha werewolf named Jurgen, live in lakeside cabins
on Frank s property Trey learns a bit about his family

The Notebook

from Frank, which leads him to make some life changing
decisions Jurgen, however, feels threatened by Trey s

Beyond Belfast: A 560

sudden arrival and has different plans for him.Meanwhile,

Mile Journey Across

back in England, Lucien, Alexa and Tom are trying to

Northern Ireland On

help Philippa, who had been taken over by a Necrotroph

Sore Feet

demon, recover from her experience and from the death
of her father It also seems that her ordeal may have
resulted in an ability that could help the trio with the latest
problem they re faced with Unfortunately, Lucien is
having difficulties of his own, which could have disastrous
results.I liked this book quite a bit As with the second
book in the series Dark Moon , it alternates between what
s happening in England with what s going on in Canada
We re introduced to several new characters, and
Philippa, who s not the brat she was in the last book, has
an expanded role The stories being told are completely
different there s a good amount of cat and mouse with
the group in London as they try and stay one step ahead
of the demon that s determined to kill one of them, while
Trey is still dealing with being a werewolf and finding
others like him The book concludes with not one, but
several loose ends and I look forward to seeing how
things play out in book four, Demon Games.
Reply
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2 minutes of happy, can t we get 2 freaking minutes
Steve I mean COME ON This book much like the first
and the 2nd was full of action, from the minute I picked it
up, the story is moving, at a pace that s comfortable yet,
fast It had me rocking in my shoes, I loved this 3rd book
just as much as the firstTrey is still the same old Treybut
on his own to find out about who his family is, or was.I
love how this is a series, and while the main bad guy
stays the same, the stories are all VERY differnt, each
book has a different feel, to go with the differences in the
story Full review to come soon.
Reply
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A terrifying and fabulous trip through many many
adventures along mythical creatures vampires, lycans,
demons etc I really enjoyed it even the open ending It
has just 3 stars from me because somewhere in the
middle I felt like it was taking too long for the desired and
log waited action.
Reply
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The book could have used character detail, backgrounds,
and some involvement Aside from this it was a terrific
book with the right amount of gore and action.
Reply
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A lovely concept, overall, which I think would have broad
appeal to both youngsters and us oldies who would read
young YA literature I certainly kept turning the pages
because Feasey succeeds in keeping me engaged
However my inner editor cringed at the somewhat
nebulous omniscient third person PoV that sort of edged
to being a deep third but didn t quite settle either way
Added to that the fact that I thought the book could have
used a tighter edit overall simple things like he shrugged
his shoulders when we all know shoulders are the only
body part we would be shrugging can t see myself
shrugging hands or knees, now can I Dunno, perhaps it s
because I edit fiction and already have a certain style that
these little things jumped out at me and ruined my simple
enjoyment of the story but ja that s just the way I roll For
those who don t care about nit picking, I d happily
recommend this to anyone who has a 12 16 yo who s
looking for a rollicking fun series involving demons,
werewolves and vampires It gets a bit violent and
sometimes characters motivations are a bit murky for my
liking but it s still a fun read.

Reply
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Changeling Blood Wolf is the third in the series and
continues to develop the story of Trey Laporte the last
hereditary werewolf Set in a teenage world where the
fifteen year old had come of age and discovered the
beast that dwells within There are two distinct yet joined
story lines in this novel that are both compelling for their
own reasons Trey, our young werewolf, has discovered
that he is not the last of his kind and seeks out his
remaining relative Feeling betrayed by his mentor, Lucien
Charron, a defanged vampire, Trey sets out in search of
his uncle in the wilds of Canada It is there that he
discovers a werewolf pack living free Read the whole
review at fantasybookreview.co.uk
Reply
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The third installment of the Wereling series Lucien and
Alexa are trying to track down the Necrotroph who has
invaded their organization with the help of the recently
possessed Phillippa Tipsbury Trey travels to Canada to
meet his uncle and learn about his family What he learns
might very well destroy him This book sets the stage for
the next installment very well A series boys will
thoroughly enjoy.
Reply
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It was good, not bad.
Reply
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It was nice to learn about some new werewolves
Reply
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A great story I hope Trey finds his friends I m looking
forward to reading the next book.
Reply
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